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I. INTRODUCTION AXD PRELIMINARY IDENTITIES 
As is customary in nonassociative ring theory the associator (x, y, x> denotes 
&y)x - x( yx). Th e commutator [x, y] denotes xy - yx If A is an algebra over 
a field F of characteristic +2, we may define x 0 y tQ be the element 2&y + y+ 
It is assumed that all algebras have ehara~te~sti~ #2. This ass~rn~tio~ is used 
~~rne~~rn~s without mention. Rings satisfying 
0 = t!?(wt % Y, 4 = bx, y, z) + (w, x, [y, z]) - w(x, y, x) - (20, y, x)x, (1.1.) 
~=4~,x,y,~) =(eu,xoy,x) -xo(w,y,z) -yo(w,x,z), 
have been studied in [Z-4,9]. Ia this paper we refer to algebras which satis@ 
(1.1)~(1.3) as generalized alternative. It is known from [2] that generalizes 
alternative rings are power associative. The mu-pose of this paper is to show that 
if A is a finite-dimensional generalized alternative nilalgebra over a fiel 
characteristic f2, then R is nilpotent. 
We first must derive some identities which are used later. The Teichm’irller 
hhtity holds in any ring: 
0 = t(w, x, y, .z) 
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Also, by linearizing (1.3) we get 
(4 a, 6) + (a, 5, a) -l- (b, a, a) = 0, (1.5) 
~~~~~~)+(~,~,~)ii-(~,~,~)+(~,c,u)-f-(c,a,b)-~(c,b,u)=O. (1.6) 
These last two identities are sometimes referred to as third-power associativity. 
Subtracting (1.4) from (1.1) we get 
Next, using (1.2) and (1.7), a(w, X, y, x) - %(w, x, y, .z) becomes 
Using (1.1) we get 0 = g(y, 4 x, x) = (yx, x, X) + (y, X, [x, x]) - Y(X, X, X) - 
(y, X, x)x, and so since 0 = [x, X] = (x, x, X) we have 
(yx, x, x) = (y, 32, x)x. W) 
Similarly, evaluating g(x, y, x, X) gives 
(a 3, x) = x(y, x, x). (1.10) 
Next, 0 = 0, X, x, X) = (y, x 0 X, x) - 2x 0 (y, x, x), and so 
(Yt x27 4 = X(Y, x, x) + (y, x, x)x. (1.11) 
Evaluating k(x, y, X, x), shows that 
(x7 Y? x) + (% EY, 4 = x@, y, x) + (x, y, x)x, (1.12) 
while K(x, X, x, y) shows that 
(x, x2, Y) = 4x2 *, y) + (x, % Y)X. 
Next using Eq. (1.7), CZ(~, x x, y) = 0 becomes 
@“, x2, Y) = (x, 3, YX) -f- 6% $7 Y)Z. 




Again (1*4) is used, and a(w, x, y, x) = 0 shows that 
Now using (1.8), b(x, x, y, x) becomes 
By adding equations (1.9), (1.10), (1.12), and (1.15) we have (yx, x, x) -j- 
~xy, 3, x) + C% yx, 2) + (% xy, 4 + (x7 $9 3-g = 6% x> 4% -I- X(Y, 5; x) .-!- 
x(x, y, 3) + (x, y, x)x + x(x, x, y). Applying (1.5) to this last equation shows that 
while ( 1,1’7) becomes 
y the Teichmiiller identity? 
But by (1.9) this shows that 
We also have 0 = t(x, y, x, x) = (xy, 5 4 - @I Y% 4 + (x, y, x2) - $24 % $ 
- (x, y, x)x. Using (1 .lO) this shows (x, y, x2) = (x, yI x)x -j- (x, yx, x), or 
(1.20), we get 
We now add Eqs. (1.11), (2.13), and (1.22) to get (using (1.5)) 
Now using (1.6) on the above equation shows 
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Next, 
tx, (.ya Y, 4, x) = (x(x, Y, 4J.r - x((x, Y, 44 
= (x, yx, x)x --. x(x, xy, x) by (1.19) and (1.20) 
= (x, x(yx), x) - (x, (xy)x, x) by (1.19) and (1.20) 
= ---(x, (x, y, x), x). 
Using characteristic 22, WC have shown 
(x, (x, y, x), x) = 0. 
We conclude this section with a proposition which is used later. 
(1.25) 
PROPOSITION. Let R be a generalized alternative ring of characteristic f2. Then 
(i) (x, y, x)” = 0 holdsfor all x and y, and 
(ii) R+ is a Jordan ring. 
I’roof. The identity 0 = K(x, y, y, x) shows that (x,y2, .r) := 2y o (x, y, s). 
Let II = (x, y, x). Then (x, (x, y*, x), X) = (x, 2yp u, x). By (1.25) the left side 
of this last equation is zero. Hence 0 L- (x, 2y 0 u, x), and 0 = (x, y 0 U, x). We 
now apply (1.2) and get 0 = (x, y c u, X) = y 0 (x, II, X) -L u o (x, y, x). Again by 
(1.25), y 0 (x, u, X) = 0, so 0 = u 0 (x, y, X) = (x, y, x)“. This establishes (i). 
To show Rd- is Jordan it suffices to show (X 3 y) o 3c2 -- s o (y o x?) = 0. 
However 4((x c y) 0 x2) - 4(x 0 (y 0 ~2)) = (xy 1 yx).t.‘a --f- $(a? + y.~) - 
x(y.3 $ x2y) - - (yx2 $- x2y)x - (Lx, y, x2) f (y, x, 2) + (x9 x2, y) --- (x2, y, x) - 
(Y, x2, x) - (x2, x, y) -7: (x,y, x2) t (y, 9, f) -I- (x, x2, y) - (x2, y, x) - 
(y, x, x”) - (x2, X, y), using (1.21). However (1.23) and (1.24) show the above sum 
is zero. Using characteristic =#2 the proof is complete. 
2. SOI,V.~BLE IMPLIES NILFOTENT 
If A is a power-associative algebra and x E A, then s is nilpotent if .vk =: 0 
for some integer K > 0. If each element in A is nilpotent then we say A is a 
nilalgcbra. The algebra ii is called solvable in case the series A 3 A2 1 (tz”)” 2 e.1 
reaches 0 in a finite number of steps. An algebra is nilpotent if there exists a fixed 
positive integer t such that every product involving t elements is zero. If A is any 
algebra WC: let M(A) denote the algebra gene&cd by the left and right multi- 
plication operators L, and R, where x E /l. If B is a subset of :-1, then B* denotes 
the subalgebra of &2(/l) generated by I;, , R, whcrc x E B. It is known [6] that if 
B is a subalgebra of an algebra A, and if B* is nilpotent, then B is also nilpotent. 
Throughout the rest of this section II denotes a finite-dimensional subalgebra 
of a generalized alternative algebra r2 over a ‘field F of characteristic f2. And C 
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denotes a subalgebra,of B such that B2 _C C. We also assume 83 = I% + C for a 
fixed element b in B. We let H = B*C* + C*. Our goal is to show that each 
operator S~~S~S~S~. is in H, where xi E B, 2nd Si) = L or W. This is 
accomplished in the next four lemmas. Each xi is a linear combination of b with 
an element in C. Hence we may assume each xi = b or xi E C. However 
S~“S’~S~~“S~” E H, so it suffices to consider only those operators where xq = k, 
and xi = b, or xi E: C, i = I, 2, 3. We point out that His a left ideal of B*. This 
fact is used frequently. At times we may write, for example, b(w8) E zv~. What 
we mean here is simply that Rc2L, E H. 
LEMMA 1. hr any x E B, the operators R,L,L, , L, ,JL, ) RzR,R, , and 
L,R,R, are hz H, z&de L,L,L, = L,L,R, = -R,L,R, z -R, 
Also each operator of the form SJ$S~‘S~3’Sy’ is zk H. 
PYOO~. The identity (1.13) implies that ~“y - z(a+y) = x(x”~) 
(x”Y)x - (4v)>x, or 
Lz3 - L,2L, = L,zL, - L,L,& + L,zR, - L&R, . 
From (I .I5> we have x2(yz) - ~(x(yx)) = I - X(X(~)>, or 
RJ,z - R&& = L,zL, - L&&, . 
Next (1.18) implies x”(~y) - zc(z(xy)> = (9y)X - (x(~y)),q or 
L&g -L&J& = L& - L.&RR,. 
From (1.24) and the fact that B2 C C, we get 
L,zR, E H. 
Applying this last relation to (2.3) we see that 
L,L,L, - L,L,R, E H. 
Wow (2.1) and (2.4) give 
-2L,zL, + LJzL, + L‘J. 
ding (2.5) and (2.6) now gives 
- L,zL, + L&L, E H, 
and so (2.2) now implies 
R&L,, E H. 
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Next, third-power associativity gives us 0 = (x, X, y) $ (s, y, X) $- (y, X, X) .=’ 
x2y - x(xy) i- (.q)x - .x( yx) t ( yx).r - yxa, or 
0 = Lg - LsL, -j- L,R, - R& $ R,R, -- REz . (2.9) 
Multiplying on the left by Lz now gives 
-L.J,:,,L, + LJ&R, - L,:R& -1. L,R,R, E H. (2.10) 
Now multiplying (2.9) on the right by L, we have 
0 II- L,;zL, - L,L& -+ L,RJ+ -- R,L,L, + R,R.& - R,zL, . (2.11) 
By adding (2.10) and (2.11) we get 
L&, _- Z&J&?& $ LJ& + L$&R,. - R&L* $- R&,&, - R,sL, E H. (2.12) 
Kow applying (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8) to (2.12) we get 
L,R,R, -L R,RJL, - R,rL, E H. (2.13) 
Next, the identity (1.10) shows 
L&R, - R,R& ‘- R,.gL, E H. (2.14) 
Adding (2.13) and (2.14) we get 2L,R,R, E H, so 
L,R,R, E H. (2.15) 
AppIying this last relation to (2.10) gives 
-- -I,,L,L, -;- L,L,R, --- L,zR,L, E H. (2.16) 
Adding (2.16) to (2.5) now ensures that 
L,RJ,, E H. (2.17) 
Identity (1.20) gives R,L,R, - R,R,L, = L,R,L, - - R,L,.L, . By using (2.8) and 
(2.17) this becomes 
RJL,.R, - R,R:,J, E II. (2.18) 
We now use (I .22) to establish L&S -- RxzL, = L,R,R,. R&R,. 1- I,,RJ& - 
R,L,L, . This becomes, by (2.8), (2.15) and (2.17) 
RgL, - R,L,& E Ii. (2.18a) 
T&s, with (2.18), now gives 
Wext, we use (1.11) to see that 
Now (1.9) shows (( y~)~)~ - ( yx)x2 = (f y~)~)~ - ( yx2)x, or 
Applying this to (2.20) we get R,RzL, - R,zL, + R&!, 
have 
R,R,R, E H. 
From (1.19) we have t~(~))~ - ~[(~y)~) = ~(~y)~)~ - ~~(y~))~, so AT&L,R,~ -- 
L,R&, = L,R,R, - R&R, , and using (2.15) and (2.17) we have 
Xow relations (2.59, (2.18), and (2.22) show 
We now use (1.18) twice to conclude (x, x, x(xy)) = (xt x, xy)x = ((x, x, y&).x, 
so ~2(~(~y)) - ~(~(~(~Y))) = ((~2Y)~)~ - ((~(~Y))~)~~, thus implying that 
L,L,L,z - L,LJ%L, -= L~~R~R~ - L~~~~~ . We showed above ~~~~ E H> 
and so L,L,A,R, E W also. furthermore, 0 = g(x$, y, x, x) easily impiies 
L,2R,R, E H. We thus have now 
L,L,L,L, E ET. (2.24) 
Equation (1.25) implies that fx((xy)x - x(yx)))x - x(((xy)x - x(yx>)x) = 0, so 
L,R,L,R, - RzL,L,R, -La R L + R,L,R,L, = 3: 0 z . Since we showed that 
L,R&, EN (Eq. (2.17)), it follows that R,L&J& E H. Also &X3) implies by 
left rnu~t~~~~catio~ that ~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~ E izir. It now follows that 
Finally, using (2.8), (2.15), (2.17), (2.21), and (2.23)-(2.25), we have 
*c"l's'"'s"3's:4' E jy 
a: 0 a m 
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Pyoof. From 0 = g(x, c, Y, b) = (xc, y, 6) + (x, c, [Y, 61) - NC, y, b) - 
(x, y, 6)~ it follows that ((xc)y)b E xH, or 
R,RgR, E H for any y. (2.26) 
Also 0 = g(c’, x, y, b) similarly shows 
L,rR,R, E H for any y. (2.27) 
And 0 = g(c’, b, X, c) implies -L,fR,R, + R&R, E H, but with (2.27) this 
becomes 
R,L,lR, E H. (2.28) 
Next, 0 = K(c’, x, c, 6) = (c’, x 0 c, 6) - x 0 (c’, c, 6) - c 0 (c’, x, zl), so 
(c/(x 0 c))b E XH or R,L,fRb + L,L,lR, E H. By (2.28) this gives 
L,L,rR, E H. (2.29) 
Consider next 0 = g(x, 6, c, c’) = (xb, c, c’) + (x, b, [c, c’]) - x(b, c, c’) - 
(x, c, c’)b. This shows that 
(x, c, c’)b E xH, (2.29a) 
and so R,,,R, - R,R,,R,, E H. By (2.26) now 
R,,,R, E H. (2.30) 
Now 0 = g(c’, 6, c, x) shows -((c’c)x)b + (c’(cx))b E xH, or using (2.29) 
L,l,R, E H. (2.31) 
Next, 0 = R(b, c, c’, x) implies b((c o c’)x) E xH or 
L,,,Lb f L,p,L, E H. (2.32) 
In (2.30)-(2.32) let c = c’ and we get 
R,zR, , L,zR, , L,zL, E H. (2.32a) 
By third-power associativity we have 0 = (c2, x, 6) + (c2, 6, 2) + (b, x, ca) + 
(b, c2, x) + (x, b, c”) + (x, ~2, 6) and it follows that L,,R, - Rc2L, - Lc2L, + 
R,zR, E H, and so we must now have 
RR,eL, E H. (2.33) 
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Now consider 0 = gfb, x, c, c’) = (bx, C, c’) + (6, X, [Cl C’]) - 8(X, C, C’) - 
(b, c, c’)x. we then have (b, x, [c, c’]) - b( x, c, c’) E Aa. However k(x, b, c, c’) = 0 
easily shows 
b(x, c, c’) + (x, c, c’)b E XH, (2.3%) 
and so we must have now (b, x, [c, c’]) J: (x, c, c’)b E c&‘. Using (2.2%) this 
shows (b, x, [c, c’]) E XH, or 
Linearizing (2.33) implies R cc,+c,CLb E H, and with (2.34) this shows 
R&L, E R. (2.35) 
Relations (2.29a~ and (2.33a) together show 8(x, C, c’) G x-H> and by (X3$ we 
have now 
R,R,JL, E Et. (2.36) 
Next, third-power associativity gives 0 = (x, b, c’> + (x, et, 8) -+ (ia, x> c’) 7 
(b, 1, x) + (cl, b, x) + (c’, x, b), or R,*R, - R,rL, - L,tL, + E,J 
implies, upon left multiplication, R,R,,R, - R&L, - R,&Z,jZb -+- &I;&, E H. 
Relations (2.26), (2.28), and (2.36) now show that 
Next consider 0 = k(c, b, x, c’) = (c, b o x, c’) - b Q (c, x, c’) - x o ( 
shows b(c, x, c’) -+ (c, x, c’)b E xH, orL,R,,Lb - R,,L,.& + L,R,rR, - 
e’sing (2.27), (2.28), and (2.37) we now have 
L,R,,L, E H. (2.38) 
Finally a consideration of 0 = g(b, C, X, c’) shows that L,pL,& -L, 
By (2.38), 
L,rL,L, E N. (2.39) 
In view of (2.26)-(2.29) and (2.36)-(2.39), the proof of the lemma is complete. 
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Pmo$ By Lemma 1, S~*)S!$S~‘S~) E H for any x. Replacing x by olb -+- PC 
we get mod H 
using Lemmas 1 and 2. Letting ol = /3 = 1 and then --0~ = /3 = 1 we see that 
The lemma is proved if we can show S~)S~z)S~3)S~*} is in H. In view of Lemma 1 
it suffices then to show that both L,L,LBLB and ReLbLbLb are in H. However 
--b(b(Wy))) = b(b> 6 CY> - V2(4 
= (4 k (cY)~) - b(b2(cy)) by (1.15) 
= b2(bW - WKcy)bN - WJ”(CY>>~ 
so -L&L&, =L,R,Lp - L~R~L~L~ - L,L,& . The right side of this equation 
is in H using Lemmas 1 and 2, and the fact that Ipa E C. Hence L~L~L~~ E H. 
Now replacing q with yc in the above argument yields R,L,L,L, E H, and this 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Each map S~~S~jS$‘~S$~ is in N where wi = b OY wi E C. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1-3 it now suffices for us to show that maps of the form 
S(1)S~)S~3)S~4’ and S~)S~s’S~3)S~) are in H. 
%By (2.26) and (2.27) we have FQ?&, and L,R,R, both in H, and so S,R,R),R, 
and ~~~R~R~ are also in H. Now by Lemma 1 R&& , L$,R, E H, and a 
~~near~~ation implies, by Lemma 2, that RhR,R,+R,R,Rb, L,R,R$+L,R& E II. 
We now have 
WC% , L&R, E H, (2.39a) 
and so 
fLR,R,R, , &oR,R,R, , Sd&R, , S&&R, E H. (2.40) 
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Xext note that 0 = g(b, x, b, c) shows 
R&L, _ R,R,L, E N. (2.41‘: 
From 0 = k(x, c, b, 6) = (x, c 0 b, b) - c 0 (x, b, b) -- b 3 (x, c, 6) we see that 
(x, cb, b) I (x> bc, b) - b( x, c, 6) - (x, c, b)b is in xH. But 0 = g(x, b, c, b) shows 
that (xb, C, b) - (x, C, b)b is in xH. And from (2.39a) R&R, E HP or (xb: c, b) E xH, 
so (x, C, b)b E xN. This now shows that (x, cb, b) + (x, bc, b) - b(x, c, b) E XI& 01 
&Rb - Rb,R, - R,R,L, + R,,L, E El. From (2.2Oa) and (2.32a) we have IsxZ 
R,& E H. Hence a linearization of RzzR, shows that &,I?, c R,,R, E H. TiC’e 
now have 
From (2.41) and (2.42) we now get 
R,R,L, - R,R,L, E lx (2.43) 
Next, 0 = g(b, b, x, c) = (b2, x, c) + (6, 6, [x, cl) - b(b, IV, c) - (6, X, c)b shows 
that L,L,L, - L,R,L, - L,R,R, + R,L,R, is in 
L,L,L, -LL,R,L, + R,L,R, E (2.44) 
Next we have 0 = (CC, b, b) f (b, m, b) + (b, b, cx), so L,R,R, f L,.&,R,~ --. 
L,R,L, -L,L&,, E H, and since L,R,R, E N by (X27), we get L,L,R, -_- 
L,R,L, - L,L,&, E El. Adding this last relation to (2.44) we get --L&& -: 
R,LbR, A L,L,R, - L,R,L, E H. Recalling from Lemmas 1 and 2 that both 
I&J,, and L,R,L, are in El, a linearization of k,R&,, shoxs 
L,R,L, + L&L, E H. (2.443) 
Applying this to the relation just prior we arrive at 
R,L,R, + L,L,R, E H. (2.45) 
Next, 0 = k(b, x, C, b) implies (6, xc, b) + (6, cx, b) E xH, so 
L,&R, - L,RAL, E H, and from (2.45) we get 
R,R,L, -+ L,R,L, E H. (2.46) 
Using (2.4.3), (2&a), and (2.46), we now have 
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Next 0 = k(b, X, b, c) implies (b, xb, c) + (b, bx, C) - b(b, X, C) - (6, X, C)b E xH, 
or, using (2.39a), 
-R,RZ,L, - 2L,R,L, $ R,L,L, + R,L,R, E H. (2.49) 
From 0 = (xc, b, b) + (b, xc, b) + (b, b, XC) it follows, using (2.26) that 
R,L,Rb - R,R,L, - R,L,L, E H. (2.50) 
Now adding (2.47) and (2.49) we get 
-3L,R,L, + RcL,L, f R,L,R, E H. (2.51) 
Now subtract (2.50) f rom (2.51) to get -3L,R& + 2R,L,L, + ReRAb E H. 
Now subtracting (2.48) from this last relation we get -2L,RoL, j 2R,L,L, E H, 
or 
-L,,R,L, + R,L,L, E H. (2.52) 
From (2.43) it follows that S,R,R,L, - SbRZ,R,L, is in H. However, Lemma 3 
shows that S,R,R,Lb + S,R,R,L, is in H, and so both S,,R,R,L, and S,R,R,L, 
are in H. From (2.41) we have S,,R,,L, - S,lR,R,L, E H, and so by Lemma 2, 
S,~R,R,L, E H. Similarly relation (2.42) and Lemma 2 show that S,rR,R,L, E H. 
We have established that 
&&&L, , %&R,L, E H. (2.53) 
Next, (2.46) shows S,R,R,L, + S&,R,L, E H, and with (2.53) we get 
SJ,R,L, E H. Now with (2.44a) we have S,L,R,L, E H. We have shown 
&A&L, , &J&L, E H. (2.54) 
By multiplying (2.52) on the left by SW we get -S,LbRcLb $ S,R,L,L, E H. So 
(2.54) implies now S,R,L,L, E H. But linearizing RJ+LL, and applying Lemmas I 
and 2 shows that R,L,L, + R,L,L, E H, so we now have 
S,R,L,L, , S,R,,L,L, E H. (2.55) 
We next multiply (2.50) on the left by S, and apply (2.53) and (2.55). We get 
S,R,&,R, E H. Then Lemma 3 implies S,R,L,R, E H. To see that S,~R,L,R, E H, 
we linearize (2.18a). Using Lemma 2, then, Rc2Lb f RbcLb + R,,L, - RbL,R, - 
R,L,R, E H. Multiplying on the left by S,, and using Lemma 2 again shows 
-S,,R,L,R, - S,,R,L,R, E H, and so S,,R,L,R, E H. This establishes 
SWR,L,RI, , SWR,L,Rb E H. (2.56) 
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We now multiply (2.44) on the left by S, to get, using (2.56) and (2.54>, 
S,L,L,L, E H. Lemma 3 now implies SOL&L, E H, while a linearization of (2.7) 
and Lemma 2 shows that S,rL,L,L, E H. We have shower 
S,L,L,L, ) S,L,L,L, E H. (2.57) 
e now multiply (2.453 on the left by S, . Using (2.56) we get SJ& 
gain Lemma 3 shows S,L,L,R, E H, while (2.6) 
L,BL, E N, which with Lemma 2 shows S,tL,L,R, E 
S,L,L,R, ) S,L&& E H. (2.58) 
Relations (2.40), and (2.53)-(2.58) now establish the lemma 
We can now prove our main theorem. The techClue of the proof is similar to 
that used by Albert [1, p. 5771, Schafer [5, p. 3921, and Smith [X, p. 14 
THEOFEM I. Let B be a j&zite-dimensional solvable subalgebra of a ge-nera&xed 
alternative algebra A having characteristic f2. Then 
.Prooj If dim 3 = 0 we are done. If dim B 3 1 t = 3% + C where C 
’ a proper subalgebra of B which contains LP. By ion C* is nilpotent. 
y Lemma 4 (B*)4 C H = B*C* + C*, SO (B*)5 G B*C*. This implies that 
i+l C B*(C*)i completing the proof. 
call from [6] that for B a subalgebra of an algebra A with * nilpOtentl 
B is also nilpotent. This gives us 
COROLLARY. A finite-dimensional, solvable generalixed alternative algebra os 
c~a~actey~stic f2 is nilpotent. 
3. NILALGEBRAS ARE NILPQTENT 
It follows from 19, Theorem 21 that if A is a finite-dimensional, nil, generalized 
alternative algebra of characteristic #2, 3 then A is solvable. Combining this 
result with the corollary to Theorem 1, we get that for characteristic f2, 3 nil 
implies nilpotent. We remark that Theorem 1 did not assume characteristic 
&&rent from 3, and it would be nice to prove nil implies nilpotent by also 
avoiding such an assumption. 
LEMMA 5. Jet A be a generalized alternative algebra of characteristic #2. 
IfB is a subalgebebra with xB C B and Bx C Bfor some x E A, then B(x2B), (x” 
and B(x~B)~ are also in B. 
Proof. The proof is st raightforward and very similar to 18, Lemma 1.23. 
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LEMMA 6. Let A be as in Lemma 5. Let B be a subalgebra with x E A - B 
and xB C B, and Bx C B. Then there exists an element x E A - B for which 
zkB, Bz”CB,fork = 1.2 ,... . 
Proof. If x2B C B let us define z = x. If, however, x26, 4 B for some b, E B, 
define z = x2b, . Then by Lemma 5, zB, Ba, and Bz2 are all contained in B. We 
have then, that either z?B _C B or Bz” C B. However, the identity (b, z, z) ;- 
(x, b, z) -k (z, z, b) : 0 shows that both z2B C B and Bz2 C B. We have 
established ~“13 v Bz’- C B for k - 1 and 2. Assume then s”B _C B and Bz” C B 
for k < 71 where n > 2. Then 0 = k(b, z, a, z’~-~) shows bz” E B. Similarly 
0 = k($--2, z, z, b) shows znb E R. This proves the lemma. Using Shafer’s proof 
from [5], Lemma 6, and Theorem 1 are enough to prove 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a jinite-dimensional, nil, generalized alternative algebra 
of characteristic 52. Then A is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a j’inite-dimensional generalized alternatize algebra of 
characteristic f2. If A has a nil basis then A is nilpotent. 
Proof. Shestakov showed [7] that if A is a finite-dimensional power associative 
algebra with A+ Jordan then A is nil if it has a nil basis. By the proposition in 
Section 1, A+ is Jordan and so Shestakov’s result applies. Hence A is nil and by 
Theorem 2 A is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY. Let A + (0) be ajnite-dimensionalgeneralized a1ternatiz.e algebra 
of characteristic #2. Then the subspace spanned by elements of the form (N, y, x), 
must be proper. 
Proof. By the proposition in Section 1 this subspace has a nil basis. If this 
subspace were equal to A then 4 would have a nil basis. By the above corollary 
A would then be nilpotent. But each element (x, y, x) is in A2 so we would have 
-4 = A2 which is impossible if A is nilpotent. 
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